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We analyze 2+1 dimensional Yang-Mills theory regularized on a lattice with twisted boundary
conditions in the spatial directions. In previous work it was shown that the observables in the
non-zero electric flux sectors obey the so-called x-scaling, i.e. depend only on the dimensionless
variable x ∝ NL/b and the angle θ˜ given by the parameters of the twist (L being the length of
the spatial torus and b the inverse ’t Hooft coupling). It is conjectured that this scaling is obeyed
by all physical quantities. In this work we extend the previous analyses to the zero electric flux
(glueball) sector. We study the mass of the lightest scalar glueball in two theories with different
N but matching x and θ˜ in a wide range of couplings from the perturbative small-volume regime
to the non-perturbative one. We find that the results are consistent with the x-scaling hypothesis.
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1. Introduction
Large-N gauge theories (N being the degree of the gauge group) exhibit a number of peculiar
features related to the fact that only the leading contribution in the so-called N-counting rules
survives in the N → ∞ limit (see e.g. Refs. [1, 2] for review). One particularly interesting feature
of the large-N limit is the emergence of the so-called large-N equivalences, linking theories with
different parameters such as the matter content, gauge groups or the spacetime volume on which
the theories are defined [3–5].
In fact, one of the most renowned examples of such equivalences is the Eguchi-Kawai reduc-
tion [6], also known as volume reduction or volume independence, which (in the lattice language)
relates two SU(N) gauge theories: one defined on infinite lattice and the other defined on a toroidal
lattice of arbitrarily small size (including one spacetime lattice site).
The Eguchi-Kawai reduction requires that the center symmetry in the small-volume theory
remains unbroken, which turns out to be a non-trivial condition. One of the ways to fulfill it is
to use twisted boundary conditions in the spacetime torus [7–10]. Other methods include partial
reduction (which requires keeping the physical volume of the reduced model large enough,& 1fm4)
[11], the addition of adjoint fermions to the model [12–14] and the related idea of trace-deformed
reduction [15].
Note that the large-N equivalences are only strictly true in the N → ∞ limit. In this work
we follow a slightly different approach and analyze the interplay between finite N and L, where L
denotes the size (in lattice units) of the spatial torus on which the theory is defined.
In our particular case, we analyze 2+1-dimensional lattice gauge theory (extensions to 3+1
dimensions are also possible, see Ref. [16]) defined on a spatial torus with twisted boundary con-
ditions. The action of the model is given by:
S= Nb∑
n
∑
µ 6=ν
(
N− z∗µν(n)Pµν(n)
)
, (1.1)
where n runs over the lattice of size L× L× T , b is the inverse ’t Hooft coupling, Pµν(n) is the
plaquette and zµν is the twist tensor equal to 1 except at corner plaquettes in (1,2)-plane where it is
equal to:
zi j(n) = exp
(
iεi j
2pik
N
)
, (1.2)
where k is an integer known as the magnetic flux. We also define integer k¯ as the modular multi-
plicative inverse of k:
kk¯ = 1 (mod N). (1.3)
Our interest is motivated by the work of Ref. [17] where this setup was analyzed in the non-
zero electric flux sector, which in the large volume corresponds to the k-string tensions. In this work
it was shown, both in perturbation theory to all orders and in non-perturbative lattice calculations,
that the k-string tensions depend only on the dimensionless scaling variable1:
x=
NL
4pib
(1.4)
1Note that the perturbative calculations are done in the continuum, the x given here is equal to the continuum x up
to finite a corrections.
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and the angle determined by the coefficient k¯:
θ˜ =
2pi k¯
N
. (1.5)
Thus, for given twist2, the physics of the non-zero flux sector depends on N and L only via
the product NL. This can be thought as a generalized volume reduction where volume and gauge
group size can be interchanged also at finite N.
The long-term goal of this work is to verify whether this fact holds also in the zero electric
flux sector (corresponding to the glueball and torelon spectrum). In this paper we restrict ourselves
to comparing the mass of the lightest scalar glueball in two theories:
1. N = 5, L= 14, k¯ = 2, corresponding to NL= 70, θ˜ ≈ 2.513
2. N = 17, L= 4, k¯ = 7, corresponding to NL= 68. θ˜ ≈ 2.587
The theories are chosen so that while the values of N are vastly different, the values of the param-
eters x and θ˜ , determining the physical behaviour (at least in the non-zero electric flux sector), are
close within a couple percent. Thus, if the hypothesis that this behaviour extends to the glueball
sector is true, the values of the glueball mass should be approximately equal in the two theories for
all values of the coupling b (corresponding to different values of the scaling parameter x).
2. Calculation
The calculation of the glueball masses is performed in a wide range of couplings3. In particular
we need to deal with several regions in which the behaviour is widely different – knowledge from
earlier works [17, 18] as well as some hindsight allow us to distinguish three such regions:
1. Perturbative, small-volume region: x. 0.5.
2. Intermediate region: 0.5. x. 3.
3. Large-volume region: x& 3. Note: to have better access to the large-volume region we also
use the theories with the lattice torus size L doubled.
The extraction of the ground state for the glueballs is not an easy task and requires variational
analysis, using the solution of the Generalized Eigenvalue Problem (called GEVP in the following).
The observables Oi(t) we use are rectangular Wilson loops and squared moduli of multi-
winding spatial Polyakov loops |TrPn|2, projected to zero momentum and angular momentum.
We employ three different levels of APE [19] smearing on the loops (7, 14 and 21 steps, with
smearing parameter α = 0.475) and, instead of blocking, use Wilson loops of large sizes, trying,
for given values of the coupling, to choose the loop sizes whose correlators give good signal at large
2One has to scale k and k¯ with N accordingly, much as in the TEK model [9, 10], to avoid tachyonic behaviour of
the theory, see Ref. [17].
3For sake of unified terminology, in this work we use the name “glueball” for the gluonic states with the quantum
numbers of the glueball – also in the weak-coupling, small-volume region where the states correspond to (pairs of)
non-contractible flux tubes and one might argue that the name “torelon” should be used.
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time separations (i.e. trying to follow the physical size of the glueball). That includes, in particular
using Wilson loops larger than the spatial extent of the lattice for small x.
From the observables we construct the correlation matrix:
Ci j(t) =∑
t ′
〈Oi(t ′+ t)O j(t ′)〉−〈Oi(t ′+ t)〉〈O j(t ′)〉, (2.1)
on which we solve the GEVP for t0 = a, t1 = t0 +a (we find that in practice, increasing the value
of t0 does not change the results significantly):
C(t1)v=C(t0)λv. (2.2)
We then use the obtained eigenvectors v to change the basis of C(t)→ C˜(t) for all values of t and
use the diagonal values of C˜(t) to extract the plateau ranges and subsequently perform fits on the
selected ranges.
One subtlety when fitting outside the large-volume region is that the finite-temperature correc-
tions turn out to play a sizeable role in the correlators for the temporal extents T of the lattices used
(T = 72, except the large-volume region, where T = 36). In perturbation theory one can show that
the correction is proportional to exp(−mT/2) where m is the mass of the lightest glueball, rather
than exp(−mT ); the factor 2 comes from the fact that there is a single gluon propagating around
the temporal torus which has energy m/2. This forces us to include the effect of the constant term
on the fits. We do that using the midpoint-subtracted correlators [20] in the effective mass plots
and the fits.
The correlation matrix typically consists of approximately 15 operators. We verify whether the
basis allows for reliable GEVP solution by first solving it on non-symmetrized correlation matrix –
the breakdown of the non-symmetrized GEVP signals insufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The GEVP
and basis change are done in quadruple (128 bit) floating-point precision to avoid adding round-off
errors to the problem.
3. Results
The physics of the problem is significantly different in the three regions of interest. In the
large-volume (large-x) region the result is expected to be close to the non-twisted large-volume
calculations. In this region the operators with largest overlap to the ground state are the contractible
Wilson loops. The choice of boundary conditions should be irrelevant in large volume thus we
expect that the results are consistent with [18].
On the other hand, in the small-x region, the expectations can be made using perturbation
theory. In the twisted theory, the leading contribution for the lowest energy is [17]:
bE =
1
x
−2G(θ˜/2pi)− 3
4pi2
sin2(θ˜/2) , (3.1)
where we have introduced the function:
G(z) =− 1
16pi2
∫ ∞
0
dt√
t
(
θ3(0, it)
(
θ3(0, it)−θ3(z, it)
)− 1
t
)
. (3.2)
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with θ3 the Jacobi Theta function. Also, the operator with the highest overlap to the ground state
is |TrP k¯|2, corresponding to the pair of (mutually conjugate, i.e. carrying momenta with opposite
signs) gluonic operators, each having the lowest possible momentum given by
|~p|= 2pi
NL
. (3.3)
The hardest to analyze is the intermediate-x region where there are no theoretical expectations
and where different states contribute to the result. We expect level crossing in this region and many
states with similar energies may be found. We find that in this region it is necessary to include
|TrP k¯|2, |TrP|2 and the Wilson loops whose contribution to the ground state changes as x goes
from the perturbative to the large-volume regime.
The results, together with theoretical expectations, are presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a presents the
results in the units of mb = m/(g2N) (g2 has dimension of mass in 2+1 dimensions). On Fig. 1b
the same results are presented in different units, introduced as following. The standard rescaling
in finite volume analyses is done using the control variable z = mL [21]. On the other hand, if the
x-scaling hypothesis is correct, we expect the data points to be governed rather by the combination
mNL, which is presented in Fig. 1b.
The plots show a rather striking agreement between the two theories. The results for N = 5
and N = 17 are consistent within errors for all values of x analyzed. This is a strong confirmation
of the x-scaling hypothesis also in the zero electric flux sector.
Another observation is that the change of behaviour between the perturbative and large-volume
like behaviour is rather abrupt. Even in the region 1 . x . 3 where the inclusion of the moduli of
Polyakov loops in the GEVP basis is necessary to get satisfying plateaux, the results follow the
large-volume value closely.
4. Conclusions & outlook
We verified that the mass of the lightest scalar glueball in 2+1 dimensions with twisted spatial
boundary conditions is consistent between theories with N = 5 and N = 17 with matching values
of the parameters x ∝ NL/b and θ˜ ∝ k¯/N for a very wide range of couplings, including all regions
of physical interest.
The equality of masses of the glueball states, belonging to the zero electric flux sector, gives a
strong support to the x-scaling hypothesis, which states that the physics of twisted theories in 2+1
dimensions can be accurately described by using solely two dimensionless parameters x and θ˜ , as
was already verified in the non-zero electric flux sector (corresponding to the k-string tensions) in
Ref. [17].
The analysis presented here can be improved in many ways. To reduce the systematic errors
the introduction of well-defined criteria for the choice of plateau ranges is necessary. Choosing
the plateaux “by the eye” is particularly problematic in the presence of the midpoint subtraction
procedure. We plan to eliminate this difficulty by choosing the temporal extent T to be large enough
to suppress the finite-temperature related constant term. This will also allow to use the GEVP in the
way done by ALPHA Collaboration which puts the contamination by excited states under better
control [22].
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Figure 1: The results for the lightest scalar glueball mass as a function of the x variable. Two quan-
tities are shown: Fig. (a) shows the lattice results rescaled times the inverse ’t Hooft coupling and in
Fig. (b) the lattice results are rescaled by a factor NL. The error bars are purely statistical, coming
from the jackknife estimation of errors from the correlated fits. In Fig. (a) only one perturbative
result is drawn as the results for the two theories are indistinguishable.
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For the forthcoming publication we also plan to include another value of N and study the k¯
dependence, as well as calculate the mass of the tensor glueball.
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